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The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth
The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:13 PM

The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
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And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 04:36 PM

Beautiful Hilos, thank you, It is indeed a beautiful love story. All ordained before hand under the
starry alignments.
Too Dark Park
User ID: 1527896
United States
08/30/2011 04:36 PM

Mary wasnt a whore. She was artificially inseminated by our space brothers...
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:37 PM
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The Spirit of God is in fact, much much older than Her, God destroyed and re-created several
Universes before He first met Her. He met Her in His 22nd Universe, this being the 37th He has
known.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:39 PM

Beautiful Hilos, thank you, It is indeed a beautiful love story. All ordained before hand under the
starry alignments.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Thanks Apollo. It really is a very beautiful story, well the End is, they both went through Hell to
Manifest Heaven and still have much work before them, Him more than Her now.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 04:40 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
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United States
08/30/2011 04:40 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

We'll see who's shittin who, when the boots start knockin and the ground starts rockin, won't we?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1279214
United States
08/30/2011 04:41 PM
I'm eagerly looking forward to any proof you have.
Really.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:41 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Yes, I would like to learn more about these things but as I stated I know this Truth is deeply
hidden by the Pedophiles wondering around claiming lineage to St. Peter.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1245548
United States
08/30/2011 04:42 PM
there is no such thing as hell it was created by the religious wackos. Hell does not even mean
what you think it means.
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As for Catholics they actually worship the Star Saturn.
Always have. The Star David is Saturn.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527635
Ireland
08/30/2011 04:43 PM
Yeah any proof of that OP or do you just like telling stories ???
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:45 PM

I'm eagerly looking forward to any proof you have.
Really.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1279214

I know this isn't an easy thing to believe and am awaiting more proof myself. However there are
several Truth's of Modern Miracle in accordance with this Truth still being hidden in accordance to
God's Will to protect the parties that are involved. The Holy Roman Father of The Roman Catholic
Church is Evil and has much Power.
Just remember Roman Catholic Priest claim to be Celebate because their Story of Jesus portrays
Him as such. Compare this to the well known fact that many of these Priests are now known to be
Pedophiles because they have followed such teachings.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 805963
United States
08/30/2011 04:46 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Yeah..well my uncle worked for Jesus and he said this whole thing was...
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:47 PM

Yeah any proof of that OP or do you just like telling stories ???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527635

Haha, there is much proof is someone uses a little logic. But like I said many of the proofs
declaring such thing from Antiquities are Vaulted in the Underground City of the Vatican and kept
from man so that The Pope can claim he is God on Earth. And if these guys don't have problems
molesting little alter boys they aren't going to have any hesitation killing people who threaten their
Evil Empire.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1245548
United States
08/30/2011 04:48 PM
alright look if anyone wants to know the truth the real truth about religion and it's history and
where it is now. You need to study "Jordan Maxwell"! That guy has been studying about it and
revealing it for 40 years of his life. All of it is fact you can even look up the history yourself and
compare.

[link to www.jordanmaxwell.com]
Shephardi
User ID: 1528240
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 04:49 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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lol. His documentary was like sticking a square into a circle. Still, hope he made his $.
Aman
User ID: 1519359
United States
08/30/2011 04:50 PM
where do these stories come from?
from where have you drawn this knowledge?
Shephardi
User ID: 1528242
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 04:51 PM

And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528245
United States
08/30/2011 04:51 PM
Yeah any proof of that OP or do you just like telling stories ???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527635

He likes telling fables. You see they try to discredit Jesus with their new age propaganda. OP
obviously never read the Bible or he would know that it never stated how many Magi there were.
Adam was not Jesus period Adam another new age doctrine Adam is a first fruit of humans Jesus
was before all you cannot be reincarnated when you were before the created. Apollo please let's
see your fantastic evidence to support your claims I'm sure James Cameron has no agenda.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:51 PM
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alright look if anyone wants to know the truth the real truth about religion and it's history and
where it is now. You need to study "Jordan Maxwell"! That guy has been studying about it and
revealing it for 40 years of his life. All of it is fact you can even look up the history yourself and
compare.

[link to www.jordanmaxwell.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1245548

This isn't about Religion this is a declaration of the fact that God's Truth has been reduced and
confined to the constraints of religion. Catholics teach Jesus didn't have sex and do like wise. Yet
it is common knowledge that several Catholic Priest have several counts of child molestation.
So whether you believe in God or not, just a little logic when these facts are considered should
lead to many questions.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1486189
United States
08/30/2011 04:52 PM
why is this idiocy pinned?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1155690
United States
08/30/2011 04:52 PM
There is no proof at all that Jesus and mary magdalene had any relationship other as being a
brother and sister under God.
There is little proof he existed, let a lone a relationship such as marriage.
Maybe he did, maybe he didn't, his disciples never said anything about it, so why jump to
conclusions?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:52 PM
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And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

Shiva has real power ?.
Quoting: Shephardi

Shiva is His Goddess.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 04:52 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
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masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies

and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book
Moral acts are those human performances which are characterized by the highest intelligence,
directed by selective discrimination in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Supreme virtue, then, is
wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of the Father in heaven. Urantia Book
Michael of Nebadon (Jesus) promised NEW revelation at the end of this age. It has been given in
the Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, the 365 lessons of the Course of Miracles, Dolores
Cannon,www.wisdomoftherays.com and continues thru my organization. See my profile.
The reason money is the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron
Russo's From Freedom to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
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and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME.
There is no special Day for God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:52 PM

First pin too, thanks

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310551
United States
08/30/2011 04:53 PM
start with the lost books..for your proof theres a reason they didnt include them. OP IS SPOT ON,
ON THIS ONE!! Beautiful love story.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 04:53 PM

Jesus was a child, hence 'begotten'

a mans son is always his son, but only briefly his child,
so-to-speak
begotten = child

Jesus was the only child....
Last Edited by Sugarelf on 08/30/2011 04:53 PM
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1155690
United States
08/30/2011 04:53 PM
There is no proof at all that Jesus and mary magdalene had any relationship other as being a
brother and sister under God.
There is little proof he existed, let a lone a relationship such as marriage.
Maybe he did marry, maybe he didn't, his disciples never said anything about it, so why jump to
conclusions?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1155690
Fixed, originally made it sound like I didn't believe in him.
So yea.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 829132
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 04:53 PM
I'm eagerly looking forward to any proof you have.
Really.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1279214

I know this isn't an easy thing to believe and am awaiting more proof myself. However there are
several Truth's of Modern Miracle in accordance with this Truth still being hidden in accordance to
God's Will to protect the parties that are involved. The Holy Roman Father of The Roman Catholic
Church is Evil and has much Power.
Just remember Roman Catholic Priest claim to be Celebate because their Story of Jesus portrays
Him as such. Compare this to the well known fact that many of these Priests are now known to be
Pedophiles because they have followed such teachings.
Quoting: HilosPP

The word was not Celebate...it was CELEBRATE!! They missed the 'R' out ...lololol...and yes, I
agree, Jesus did have a loving relationship with Mary M...T
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:54 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
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is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies

and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
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of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro, take your crap else where, there is nothing above God, not even your Alien dribble.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 848576
United States
08/30/2011 04:54 PM
why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

The ironic thing is how the headline is a dead giveaway that the thread is gonna be full of lies.
omg
User ID: 1528248
Mexico
08/30/2011 04:55 PM
more
fairy tales
for mindless
sheoples
all secret knowledge
is for power and control
it just pure draconian rules:
bloood shiet in every part from human history!
krispykritter
User ID: 1519375
United States
08/30/2011 04:55 PM
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OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 04:56 PM

where do these stories come from?
from where have you drawn this knowledge?
Quoting: Aman

Its the knowledge of the Holy Bloodline and their descendants.
Its why there are so many symbols in European family crests etc
It is known that the descendants went to France, they remember Mary Magdalene and her
children.
Also theres Johns descendants as well.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 04:56 PM
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The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies
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and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro, take your crap else where, there is nothing above God, not even your Alien dribble.
Quoting: HilosPP
You take your crap someplace else, because I happen to know both of them personally, both are
returned, and this is the TRUTH. take it or leave it, your choice and no concern of mine. Maybe
others will appreciate the truth. I am SIS by the way. not a bro, but that matters not.

Jesus was and IS an ET, what else did you expect? as am I.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 04:58 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 04:56 PM
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OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1245548
United States
08/30/2011 04:57 PM
here you go a new spin on everything!
and we could through crop circles into the mix too!
[link to wayneherschel.com]
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:57 PM

OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter
Couldn't have said it better myself and His truth will be revealed and all things kept hidden will be
made known.
Swinburnian
User ID: 1279884
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Canada
08/30/2011 04:58 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse.
Quoting: HilosPP

Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Travis
User ID: 829132
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 04:58 PM
Jesus was a child, hence 'begotten'
a mans son is always his son, but only briefly his child,
so-to-speak
begotten = child
Jesus was the only child....
Quoting: Sugarelf

Like you and me, Jesus was 'begotten ONLY of the Father/Mother God' We are ALL equal. Jesus
taught us that!
He was not the 'only begotten' son...that's daft!
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 04:59 PM
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The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies

and ascended into one of these
to get him the hell out of that place. He was
dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
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Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro, take your crap else where, there is nothing above God, not even your Alien dribble.
Quoting: HilosPP
You take your crap someplace else, because I happen to know both of them personally, both are
returned, and this is the TRUTH. take it or leave it, your choice and no concern of mine. Maybe
others will appreciate the truth. I am SIS by the way. not a bro, but that matters not.

Jesus was and IS an ET, what else did you expect? as am I.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No, you don't. And this is my thread is all I was stating. I have warned you several times now on
pedaling the Book of Uranus and find myself having to warn you once more.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1519986
United States
08/30/2011 05:00 PM
The bible is a story of love it is a story of redemption. That redemption is from the price paid by the
lamb, fully divine fully man, sinless.
If Christ was the product of man and woman he was born with original sin. He wouldn't be sinless
and the crucifiction was worthless and all mankind continues unredeemed.
I'm sorry that you have such a terrible grasp on the main story arc of the bible. Man is created,
man falls, man is redeemed.
Not. Mary and Joseph had some coffee in Galilee. They got it on. A baby was born.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310551
United States
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08/30/2011 05:00 PM
OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

Maybe, just maybe, it is you my friend that has it wrong. Maybe our government has kept us away
from the real truth, because if we were to find out, we wouldnt need them. Our God is bigger than
the bible. I love my bible, but I too, had to research for myself. Do not just let your brains file
system tell you that is the whole truth. Jesus, beautiful Jesus is sleeping in YOU, until find the
whole truth. Much love to you

APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:01 PM

the star in the sky when he was born was Nibiru. An immaculate conception without intercourse is
the placing of an embryo created in a lab which is how that embryo was created. A physical body
requires dna. Mother Mary was his genetic mother, the genetic father was Gabriel of Nebadon, for
you UB readers. TEST TUBE BABY folks, better bodies that those on the earth were needed and
masters are almost always test tube kids, even when they are born to married people. You would
not believe how many test tube babies walk this planet right now, myself included.
Mary M was a whore but not by choice. She was given by her father to a man who sold her to be
a whore. it was not her choice. She was gotten out of that situation. there were 12 women
disciples and she was their leader.
He spent most of life taking care of his mother after joseph died and being otherwise the oldest
male child. He traveled often also with his uncle Joseph of Arithmethia, sorry I can't spell that
today, who was a traveling tin man.
Jesus and Mary M had a child together, born after the crucifixion. Mary M and others were placed
on a boat into the mediterranean which was guilded to France and she walked ashore with the
child in her arms. Jesus did not die on the cross, he walked out of the grave, visited his buddies

and ascended into one of these

to get him the hell out of that place. He was
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dropped off near Damascus and met Saul there, blinded him with fireworks and Paul then became
his worst enemy teaching all mucked up.
jesus went on to India, settled in Kashmir, married a local women and had 5 kids. That marvelous
DNA was thug inserted there and in europe. You can be sure all of the holy family were in fact test
tube babies.
Jesus left this plane at about 115 years of age. the body is buried near Srinagar, kashmir. His son
Joseph took some scrolls written by Judas back to the old grave first grave. Judas the best friend
of Jesus and scribed many of the stories over the years. he was not a betrayer, he was FRAMED,
the betrayer had a similar name and did hang himself in shame for what he did.
Around 1961 those scrolls were unearthed and you can read what was left of them, translated
from the aramaic by Judas himself to english here.:
[link to tweeofmeer.webs.com]
also the scrolls were first translated to German after they were found, and the book translated to
english, google "the talmud of Immanuel" or Jmmanuel.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro, take your crap else where, there is nothing above God, not even your Alien dribble.
Quoting: HilosPP
You take your crap someplace else, because I happen to know both of them personally, both are
returned, and this is the TRUTH. take it or leave it, your choice and no concern of mine. Maybe
others will appreciate the truth. I am SIS by the way. not a bro, but that matters not.

Jesus was and IS an ET, what else did you expect? as am I.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

No, you don't. And this is my thread is all I was stating. I have warned you several times now on
pedaling the Book of Uranus and find myself having to warn you once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

LOL ! yes, that book of Urantia is a strange one and I do not consider it divine.
It was a collaborative effort of a few university students who were NOT inspired .
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:02 PM
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The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse.
Quoting: HilosPP
Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Quoting: Swinburnian

What don't you understand, this is a lie? How can you accept anything The Pope claims as Truth,
including the Bible as we know it with its missing books. The Pope recently gave shelter to a man
just a few years ago, a Bishop in his church with over 300 counts of child molestation. Did he
punish him, no he sent for him and hid him in the Vatican. Why? Because he was part of the very
same sex ring before he was made pope.
Maersht
User ID: 1526648
United States
08/30/2011 05:02 PM
Sure lots of theories on the identity of Jesus Christ. I liked the one presented in the youtube
documentary "The Ring of Power: Empire of the City"
Basically, Jesus was the son of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar, named Caesarian. After the cout on
Rome, Caesarian fled to India to learn the teachings of the Buddha and returned years later to
turn the Roman empire into the Holy Roman empire.
It's a 5-hour documentary divided into episodes. The third episode introduces this Jesus theory a
lot better, but I'll post the beginning of the fourth episode because it was easier for me to find =P.
If you have the time, I highly recommend watching all 5-hours.

Nobody in Particular http://www.AbundantHope.net
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:02 PM
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OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

he wasn't a rabi, ever. He did not train for that. There were a total of 4 folks incarnate there and
each of them has made a contribution to the total story, a collage. One went to Japan later for
example, thus the story Jesus went there. for example, two of them were hung on the cross, one
pierced in the chest and one pierced on the thigh. the thigh guy was JESUS. the others were not.
Great souls, all from thiaoouba, but only one was Jesus who came in a partnership with MIchael
of Nebadon. so be it and that is the truth.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 05:04 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1245548
United States
08/30/2011 05:03 PM
can someone please explain to me why they think the bible is so damn holy and awesome and
true!
God don't you do any research! Half the versions were rewritten by the church in the middle ages.
Then rewritten again for this age. Then reverted back again.
Even the bible it's self isn't even all the books and was written by multiple authors. How Brain
Washed can you be!
The story of Jesus and Mary is touching love story I give you that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527635
Ireland
08/30/2011 05:03 PM
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"But there were also false prophets among the people, just as there will be false teachers among
you. They will secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the sovereign Lord who
bought them--bringing swift destruction on themselves." 2 Peter 2:1
WeRdOOmed
User ID: 1520332
United States
08/30/2011 05:04 PM

why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

click on the red pin on the upper right corner to suggest unpin
overmind
User ID: 1412494
United States
08/30/2011 05:04 PM

Creator Sons do not have children on any of their seven bestowal missions. Enjoy the false
conspiracies while you can, they won't help you in the next life.
krispykritter
User ID: 1519375
United States
08/30/2011 05:04 PM

OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
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believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:05 PM

The bible is a story of love it is a story of redemption. That redemption is from the price paid by the
lamb, fully divine fully man, sinless.
If Christ was the product of man and woman he was born with original sin. He wouldn't be sinless
and the crucifiction was worthless and all mankind continues unredeemed.
I'm sorry that you have such a terrible grasp on the main story arc of the bible. Man is created,
man falls, man is redeemed.
Not. Mary and Joseph had some coffee in Galilee. They got it on. A baby was born.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1519986

I agree they probably drank wine first, as was common practice in the day. When you going to
wake up and realize the story of the Israel, the Bible, is only about 12,000 years old. Yet it is
common knowledge that Babylon is much older. So where was God before than, thank the Bible
written for the Israelites was the only book He ever wrote while walking this Earth?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:05 PM
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start with the lost books..for your proof theres a reason they didnt include them. OP IS SPOT ON,
ON THIS ONE!! Beautiful love story.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310551

Yes ! they were VERY much in love and there was something about their love that created
scandal in Israel and got Yeshua in hot water. He had to do what he had to do..
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:05 PM

OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
Quoting: krispykritter

You are in danger of losing yours if you can't accept these things.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527635
Ireland
08/30/2011 05:05 PM
Yeah any proof of that OP or do you just like telling stories ???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527635

He likes telling fables. You see they try to discredit Jesus with their new age propaganda. OP
obviously never read the Bible or he would know that it never stated how many Magi there were.
Adam was not Jesus period Adam another new age doctrine Adam is a first fruit of humans Jesus
was before all you cannot be reincarnated when you were before the created. Apollo please let's
see your fantastic evidence to support your claims I'm sure James Cameron has no agenda.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528245

+10000000
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1310551
United States
08/30/2011 05:06 PM
False prophets, the ones teaching the word, that know the truth, and hide it!!! Do your research.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 05:06 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527635

So right, ditto...
And this stupid thread is at the top of page 1!
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:07 PM

start with the lost books..for your proof theres a reason they didnt include them. OP IS SPOT ON,
ON THIS ONE!! Beautiful love story.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1310551
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Yes ! they were VERY much in love and there was something about their love that created
scandal in Israel and got Yeshua in hot water. He had to do what he had to do..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Yes, seems to me He wouldn't hesitate in telling the whole world to piss off, as in He renounced
the World and its ways and never faltered, not even until pain of death, that of one upon a cross.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1522073
United States
08/30/2011 05:07 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think you mean Krsna and Radha, not Shiva
Swinburnian
User ID: 1279884
Canada
08/30/2011 05:07 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse.
Quoting: HilosPP
Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Quoting: Swinburnian

What don't you understand, this is a lie? How can you accept anything The Pope claims as
Truth, including the Bible as we know it with its missing books. The Pope recently gave
shelter to a man just a few years ago, a Bishop in his church with over 300 counts of child
molestation. Did he punish him, no he sent for him and hid him in the Vatican. Why? Because he
was part of the very same sex ring before he was made pope.
Quoting: HilosPP
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i don't -- just pointing out that your definition of what "immaculate conception" means in rc dogma
is wrong -- it refers to the conception of mary, not jesus, and doesn't imply she wasn't conceived
through intercourse. the whgle jesus thing seems pretty silly to me, but if you're going to argues
about it you should at least know what your opponent actually says.
killerwhale737
User ID: 1527824
United States
08/30/2011 05:08 PM
Whoever wrote this is a sick and disgusting and slimey puppy. Even a 16 year old could make up
better lies and deceptions that this. But you have the right to speak for Satan and that is what you
have done. Yet, even the Catholic Church; which is actually Satans church made up a much
grandeur lie than this one. I hope you'll not have too hard of a time in hell when you get there!!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1245548
United States
08/30/2011 05:08 PM
there are about six books not included that are mentioned in the Bible.
How can you go through life being directed psychologically by a book written by multiple people
that is 1000's of years OLD!
Jesus was a man Mary a women. They were love. There story was manipulated by the church.
The Church = power and control.
Has always been that way.
Jesus and Mary is just one story version for one religion every religion has one.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:08 PM

can someone please explain to me why they think the bible is so damn holy and awesome and
true!
God don't you do any research! Half the versions were rewritten by the church in the middle ages.
Then rewritten again for this age. Then reverted back again.
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Even the bible it's self isn't even all the books and was written by multiple authors. How Brain
Washed can you be!
The story of Jesus and Mary is touching love story I give you that.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1245548

yes the rapture story created by John Nelson Darby and the Israel crap created by C. I. Scofield.
go look them up christians. You have been so manipulated. Go to your churches, forget al lthis
other crap, become like god and each church pick a serious project, like 911 exposure, pollution,
terrible raising of animals, getting the Khazar thug bankers under control and other real ways to
serve and stop all this pure bullshit.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1481114
United States
08/30/2011 05:08 PM
Fools argue about good. The righteous fear God. The wise Know God.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:08 PM

OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
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Quoting: krispykritter

YOU ARE THE LIAR ! You BIG FRAUD !
You and your hellfire lies , your fundie nonsense. I hope you all end up in the camps of the NWO
cause thats whats coming to you all . All the lies you fraudsters did.
The jewish people had no problem with Jesus being married, It was expected of every young
Jewish man
They just didnt consider him their Mosiach cause he didnt want to fight or be a soldier king
Youd do well studying your own source of your own faith and thats Judaism, whether they
believed he was Mosiach or not is moot. The truth is whats important
Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 05:09 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Synchropsyopmagick : "Imitatio Dei"
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:09 PM

there are about six books not included that are mentioned in the Bible.
How can you go through life being directed psychologically by a book written by multiple people
that is 1000's of years OLD!
Jesus was a man Mary a women. They were love. There story was manipulated by the church.
The Church = power and control.
Has always been that way.
Jesus and Mary is just one story version for one religion every religion has one.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1245548

Blunt
User ID: 1485192
United States
08/30/2011 05:10 PM
why is this idiocy pinned?
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

click on the red pin on the upper right corner to suggest unpin
Quoting: WeRdOOmed

paid members can pin their own shit.. sucks
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528227
Indonesia
08/30/2011 05:10 PM
why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

click on the red pin on the upper right corner to suggest unpin
Quoting: WeRdOOmed

And how to suggest a double pin again?

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:10 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse.
Quoting: HilosPP

Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
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Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Quoting: Swinburnian

What don't you understand, this is a lie? How can you accept anything The Pope claims as
Truth, including the Bible as we know it with its missing books. The Pope recently gave
shelter to a man just a few years ago, a Bishop in his church with over 300 counts of child
molestation. Did he punish him, no he sent for him and hid him in the Vatican. Why? Because he
was part of the very same sex ring before he was made pope.
Quoting: HilosPP

i don't -- just pointing out that your definition of what "immaculate conception" means in rc dogma
is wrong -- it refers to the conception of mary, not jesus, and doesn't imply she wasn't conceived
through intercourse. the whgle jesus thing seems pretty silly to me, but if you're going to argues
about it you should at least know what your opponent actually says.
Quoting: Swinburnian

And if you Google Jesus it won't say He was married either, kind of the point of this thread, the
truth is being hidden.
Immaculate Conception is the act of conceiving a child without intercourse, period. Hence the
need for the fake vision of Joseph and the Angel telling Him she's not a whore God knocked Her
up. But hell just in the past 10 years with all the new translations a great deal of truth has been
erased.
crazyworld
User ID: 996836
United States
08/30/2011 05:11 PM
the original, first post sounds EXACTLY like what Brian Leonard Golightly Marshall has been
saying over and over again on YouTube about he being the reincarnated Jesus.
youtube channel: brianisyahweh3 (and many more)
HilosPP (OP)
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:11 PM

why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189
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click on the red pin on the upper right corner to suggest unpin
Quoting: WeRdOOmed

paid members can pin their own shit.. sucks
Quoting: Blunt

Not a paid member, FYI.
Swinburnian
User ID: 1279884
Canada
08/30/2011 05:13 PM

Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Quoting: Swinburnian

What don't you understand, this is a lie? How can you accept anything The Pope claims as
Truth, including the Bible as we know it with its missing books. The Pope recently gave
shelter to a man just a few years ago, a Bishop in his church with over 300 counts of child
molestation. Did he punish him, no he sent for him and hid him in the Vatican. Why? Because he
was part of the very same sex ring before he was made pope.
Quoting: HilosPP

i don't -- just pointing out that your definition of what "immaculate conception" means in rc dogma
is wrong -- it refers to the conception of mary, not jesus, and doesn't imply she wasn't conceived
through intercourse. the whgle jesus thing seems pretty silly to me, but if you're going to argues
about it you should at least know what your opponent actually says.
Quoting: Swinburnian

And if you Google Jesus it won't say He was married either, kind of the point of this thread, the
truth is being hidden.
Immaculate Conception is the act of conceiving a child without intercourse, period. Hence the
need for the fake vision of Joseph and the Angel telling Him she's not a whore God knocked Her
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up. But hell just in the past 10 years with all the new translations a great deal of truth has been
erased.
Quoting: HilosPP
...

Immaculate Conception - (Christianity) the Roman Catholic dogma that God preserved the Virgin
Mary from any stain of original sin from the moment she was conceived
[link to www.thefreedictionary.com]
google is your friend
Quoting: Swinburnian

What don't you understand, this is a lie? How can you accept anything The Pope claims as
Truth, including the Bible as we know it with its missing books. The Pope recently gave
shelter to a man just a few years ago, a Bishop in his church with over 300 counts of child
molestation. Did he punish him, no he sent for him and hid him in the Vatican. Why? Because he
was part of the very same sex ring before he was made pope.
Quoting: HilosPP

i don't -- just pointing out that your definition of what "immaculate conception" means in rc dogma
is wrong -- it refers to the conception of mary, not jesus, and doesn't imply she wasn't conceived
through intercourse. the whgle jesus thing seems pretty silly to me, but if you're going to argues
about it you should at least know what your opponent actually says.
Quoting: Swinburnian

And if you Google Jesus it won't say He was married either, kind of the point of this thread, the
truth is being hidden.
Immaculate Conception is the act of conceiving a child without intercourse, period. Hence
the need for the fake vision of Joseph and the Angel telling Him she's not a whore God knocked
Her up. But hell just in the past 10 years with all the new translations a great deal of truth has
been erased.
Quoting: HilosPP

no it isn't, even if you say it twice.
krispykritter
User ID: 1519375
United States
08/30/2011 05:13 PM
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OP you are so confused. Let God be true and every man a liar. It does not matter if you beleive
what happened are not. It will never change the fact. Heaven and earth may pass away but God's
true word will never pass away. You need to learn your Bible or just stay out of it. You may not
believe now but the day is coming where every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that
Jesus is Lord.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
Quoting: krispykritter

YOU ARE THE LIAR ! You BIG FRAUD !
You and your hellfire lies , your fundie nonsense. I hope you all end up in the camps of the NWO
cause thats whats coming to you all . All the lies you fraudsters did.
The jewish people had no problem with Jesus being married, It was expected of every young
Jewish man
They just didnt consider him their Mosiach cause he didnt want to fight or be a soldier king
Youd do well studying your own source of your own faith and thats Judaism, whether they
believed he was Mosiach or not is moot. The truth is whats important
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

First off I do not beleive in hell, second off you cannot curse me as I am a child of the Living God.
Your own words that you tried to curse me with, will be upon your own head. You are the one that
will end up in the camps of the NWO.
Aman
User ID: 1519359
United States
08/30/2011 05:15 PM
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those who adhere to the merovingian, illuminati, red cross, rote must have jesus in a relationship
and having children otherwise thier entire premise, thier very foundation, falls apart.
for if jesus did not sire children then there is no HOLY bloodline with the birthright on this earth!
it doesn't take much research nor forthought to follow this vein to it's presumed end... thier king
whom they shall exalt that they may establish the vision.
it is an old, nay, ancient desire which in times past was denied by the one true god, but which
now, in this end is being allowed.
these who say such things as the import of this thread must wax stronger and stronger and the lie
must gain truth that all may be fulfilled.
but take heart those who know the truth and pray for more of the spirit that has been given freely
to those chosen of him.
Salt
User ID: 1313099
United States
08/30/2011 05:15 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP
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gag
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 798099
United States
08/30/2011 05:16 PM
The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:16 PM
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LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
Quoting: krispykritter

YOU ARE THE LIAR ! You BIG FRAUD !
You and your hellfire lies , your fundie nonsense. I hope you all end up in the camps of the NWO
cause thats whats coming to you all . All the lies you fraudsters did.
The jewish people had no problem with Jesus being married, It was expected of every young
Jewish man
They just didnt consider him their Mosiach cause he didnt want to fight or be a soldier king
Youd do well studying your own source of your own faith and thats Judaism, whether they
believed he was Mosiach or not is moot. The truth is whats important
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

First off I do not beleive in hell, second off you cannot curse me as I am a child of the Living God.
Your own words that you tried to curse me with, will be upon your own head. You are the one that
will end up in the camps of the NWO.
Quoting: krispykritter

Wanna bet? Let's bring it up when you stand before the God you are claiming and are judged, as
it is written.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:17 PM
They want to crucify him -_Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 05:18 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:17 PM
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Fools argue about good. The righteous fear God. The wise Know God.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1481114

TRUE and the WISE ACTUALLY GET THEIR BUTTS OFF THEIR chairs and SERVE to change
this world, where the first too above, do nothing but contribute to the problems.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:19 PM

They will want to crucify him -_Quoting: Taomato

Ya, He usually provokes them first too by challenging the very foundations of the Earth. I'd try a
thread like this if I was........ohhh never mind.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1518842
United States
08/30/2011 05:19 PM
It is fine if some people don't like Catholics. It is also fine if you do not believe the Bible. The only
records of Jesus are from the Bible that was Made by Catholics, so until you produce your own
records.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:19 PM
'When many things are done, many things are left to be done.
The Master does nothing, yet through him nothing remains undone.'
THE UNMOVED IS THE SOURCE OF ALL MOVEMENT
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[link to namaha.files.wordpress.com]
Fools argue about good. The righteous fear God. The wise Know God.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1481114

TRUE and the WISE ACTUALLY GET THEIR BUTTS OFF THEIR chairs and SERVE to change
this world, where the first too above, do nothing but contribute to the problems.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 05:20 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:19 PM

LOL, what does that have to do with Jesus being a Husband and Father?. Every Rabbi had to be
married.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Because you are telling a BIG FAT LIE. Jesus was never a husband or a father. You are in
danger of losing your soul if you don't stop this. You may mock now but I guarantee that the day is
coming for you that you will no longer tell these lies. You are in deep shit if you don't stop. I would
not want to be in your shoes at all. There was a time that God winked at such ingorance but no
more. You are cursed when you go in and you will be cursed when you come out. Everything you
touch will be cursed. You life is going to become a living curse. You will be sorry for ever posting
this. Mark my words. Your life from this point on will not be pleasant. I feel for you.
Quoting: krispykritter

YOU ARE THE LIAR ! You BIG FRAUD !
You and your hellfire lies , your fundie nonsense. I hope you all end up in the camps of the NWO
cause thats whats coming to you all . All the lies you fraudsters did.
The jewish people had no problem with Jesus being married, It was expected of every young
Jewish man
They just didnt consider him their Mosiach cause he didnt want to fight or be a soldier king
Youd do well studying your own source of your own faith and thats Judaism, whether they
believed he was Mosiach or not is moot. The truth is whats important
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Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

First off I do not beleive in hell, second off you cannot curse me as I am a child of the Living God.
Your own words that you tried to curse me with, will be upon your own head. You are the one that
will end up in the camps of the NWO.
Quoting: krispykritter

LOL, honestly I think we will be running the camps of the NWO
People need to be humbled, they need to be rebirthed
And I dont know what your problem is that Jesus was a Father, just as our Heavenly God was a
Father, I mean, what the problem in the thought that Jesus had a erection and was gettin it on
HOT with the woman he loved? Why is that a issue???
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1311564
United States
08/30/2011 05:20 PM
Mary and monatomic Gold

The practise of Mary the Prophetess in the Alchymicall Art.
Mary the Prophetess
Aros the Philosopher had a meeting with Mary the Prophetess the Sister of Moyses, and
approaching to her, he paid her respect and said unto her. O Prophetess, I have truly heard many
say of you that you whiten the Stone in one day.
And Mary said, Yea, Aros, even in a part of one day.
Aros said: O Lady Mary, when will the Work be which you affirm? How shall we whiten and
afterwards add blackness?
Mary said; O Aros, oftentimes Nations have dyd about this part. Know you not, O Aros; that there
is a water or a thing which whitens Hendragem?
Then Aros answering said to her. O Lady it is so as you say, but in a long time.
Mary answered, Hermes in all his Books has said that the Philosophers whiten the Stone in one
hour of the day.
Aros said to her, Oh how excellent is that?
Mary said, it is most excellent to him that is ignorant of it.
Aros said, if men have all the four Elements, he [Hermes] said that their fumes might be
compleated, and complexioned, and coagulated, and retained in one day, untill they doe fullfill the
consequence (i.e. attain the end).
Mary said, O Aros, by God, if thy senses or understanding were not solid, you should not hear
these words from me, untill the Lord should fill my Heart with the grace of his divine Will.
Nevertheless take the Allum of Spain, the white gumm and the red gumm, which is the Kibric of
the Philosophers, and their Sol and the greater Tincture, and marry Gumm with Gumm togeather
with a true Matrimony. Mary said, make them like a running Water, and vitrify this water which has
been laboured or wrought upon for one day, out of the two Lubechs, upon the fixed body, and
liquefy them by the secret of Nature in the Vessel of Philosophy. Did you understand us?
Yes Lady.
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Mary said, Keep the fume and take care that none of it fly away. And let your measure be with a
gentle fire such as is the Measure of the heat of the Sun in the Month of June or July, and stay by
your Vessel and behold it with care how it grows black, grows red, and grows white in less than
three hours of the day, and the fume will penetrate the body, and the Spirit will be bound up, and
they will be like milk, incerating, and liquefying and penetrating: and that is the secret.
Aros said I do not say that this will be allways.
Mary said unto him: Aros, and this is more wonderfull concerning this, that it was not among the
Ancients, nor did it come to him by curing, or by the Medicinall Art and that is take the white, clear
and honoured Herb growing on the Hillocks, and pound it fresh as it is in its Hour, and that is the
true Body not flying from the Fire.
And Aros said it is the Stone of Truth?
And Mary said yes. But yet men know not this regimen (rule or way of working) with the
speediness thereof.
Aros said, and what afterwards.
Mary said, vitrify upon it Kibric or Zibeic and there are the two fumes comprehending the two
Lights, and project upon that the complement of the Tinctures of the Spirits, and the weights of
Truth, and pound it all, and put it to the Fire, and you shall see wonderfull things from them. The
whole goverment consists in the temper of the Fire, O how strange it is, how it will be moved from
one colour to another, in less than an hour of the Day, untill it arrive at the mark of redness and
whiteness, and cast away the Fire and permit it to cool, and open it and you will find the clear
pearly Body to be of the Colour of the Poppy of the Wood mixt with whiteness and that is it which
is incerating, liquefying and penetrating, and one golden piece thereof, the weight of a small
golden Coin, falleth upon a thousand thousand and two hundred thousand. That is the hidden
secret.
Then Aros fell down upon his face.
And Mary said to him, Lift up your head Aros: because I will shorten for you the thing, as that clear
body which is thrown upon the Hillocks, and is not obtained by putrefaction or motion. Take and
pound it with Gumm Elsaron, and with the two fumes because the Body comprehending or
retaining them is Gumm Elsaron and grind it all. Therefore approach because it all melts. If you
project its wife upon it, it will be as a distilling Water, and when the Aire shall strike it, it will be
congealed and be one body, and make projection of it, and you will behold Wonders: O Aros that
is the hidden secret of Scholia; and know that the said two fumes are the Root of this Art, and they
are the white Kibric and the humid calx, but the fixed Body is of the Heart of Saturn
comprehending the Tincture, and the Fields of Wisdom or of Scholia. And the Philosophers have
named it by many and all names, and received or gathered from the Hillocks it is a clear white
Body, and these are the medicine of this Art, part is procured and part is found upon the Hillocks;
and know Aros that the wise men have not called it the Fields of Wisdom, or of Scholia, unless
because Scholia will not be compleated but by it; and in the Scholia there are nothing but
wonderfull things. For there also enters into them the four Stones, and its true regimen is as I
have said. And that is first Scoyare, Ade, and Zethet; by that make your Allegory as Hermes has
done in his Books Scoyas, and the Philosophers have allways made the regimen longer, and
have resembled the work to every thing which ought not to make the work, and they make the
Magistery to be in one year, and this but onely for hiding it from the ignorant people, untill it be
confirmed in their Hearts and their senses (till they believe the Art),: because the Art will not be
compleated except only in Gold; because it is the great secret of God: and they who hear of our
secrets doe not verify them (nor believe them to be true), by reason of their ignorance. Did you
understand Aros?
Aros said yes. But tell me about that vessel, without which the Work will not be accomplisht.
Mary said that the Vessel of Hermes which the Stoicks have concealed, and it is not a
Necromanticall Vessel, but it is the Measure of your Fire.
Aros said: O Lady you have obeyed (been a scholar) in the Society of Scoyari: O Prophetess,
have you found among the Secrets of the Philosophers, which they have set down in their Books,
that any one can make the Art out of one Body?
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And Mary said: Yes: which Hermes has not taught, because the Root of Scholia is a body which
cannot be made smooth or plain and incurable (unconquerable) and it is a poyson mortifying all
bodies, and it pulverises them and coagulates Mercury with its odour. And shee said, I swear to
you by the eternall God, that that poison when it is dissolved untill it is made a subtile Water, I
care not by what dissolution it is done, does coagulate Mercury into Luna with the strength of
Truth, and it falls into the Throne of Jupiter, and forms him into Luna. And the Science is in all
Bodys, but the Stoicks, by reason of the shortness of their lives, and the Length of the Work, have
concealed this; and they found out these tinging Elements, and they increased them, and all the
Philosophers teach them, except the Vessel of Hermes, because it is divine, and of the Wisdom of
the Lord hidden from Nations: and they who are ignorant of it, know not the Regimen of Truth,
because of their Ignorance of the Vessel of Hermes.
Mary briefly soundeth forth
Strange things like Thunder round the Earth.
She with two Gumms makes the Bottome stay
What else would fly away.
Three things if you three hours attend
Are chained together in the End.
Mary the Light of dew, and Art has got
In three hours to tye the Knot.
Pluto's daughter, it is she
Who bindeth Loves confederacy
Joyned with three seeds she does aspire
To be exalted in the Fire.
[link to www.sacred-texts.com]
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:20 PM
I have foreseen it ._. They too were rubbing their hands and licking their lips in lasciviousness.
Haha xD
They will want to crucify him -_Quoting: Taomato

Ya, He usually provokes them first too by challenging the very foundations of the Earth. I'd try a
thread like this if I was........ohhh never mind.
Quoting: HilosPP
Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 05:27 PM
Nobody in Particular http://www.AbundantHope.net
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:21 PM
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why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

click on the red pin on the upper right corner to suggest unpin
Quoting: WeRdOOmed

paid members can pin their own shit.. sucks
Quoting: Blunt

Not a paid member, FYI.
Quoting: HilosPP

Paid members cannot pin their own shit unless they have enough green karma to do so, and that
takes doing stuff like turning in others to get special points, on grounds of copyright violations. Let
me inform you, that to copy right anything is NOT of God. Except that credit must be given to the
creator of the material, or invention or whatever. Copyright in fact impede truth and development.
Because of that truth, I will not report copy right rule infrigments to get me little green thumbs.
Frater
User ID: 1193197
United States
08/30/2011 05:21 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
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United States
08/30/2011 05:22 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:23 PM
Was he a High Priest?
We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:24 PM
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Mary and monatomic Gold

The practise of Mary the Prophetess in the Alchymicall Art.
Mary the Prophetess
Aros the Philosopher had a meeting with Mary the Prophetess the Sister of Moyses, and
approaching to her, he paid her respect and said unto her. O Prophetess, I have truly heard many
say of you that you whiten the Stone in one day.
And Mary said, Yea, Aros, even in a part of one day.
Aros said: O Lady Mary, when will the Work be which you affirm? How shall we whiten and
afterwards add blackness?
Mary said; O Aros, oftentimes Nations have dyd about this part. Know you not, O Aros; that there
is a water or a thing which whitens Hendragem?
Then Aros answering said to her. O Lady it is so as you say, but in a long time.
Mary answered, Hermes in all his Books has said that the Philosophers whiten the Stone in one
hour of the day.
Aros said to her, Oh how excellent is that?
Mary said, it is most excellent to him that is ignorant of it.
Aros said, if men have all the four Elements, he [Hermes] said that their fumes might be
compleated, and complexioned, and coagulated, and retained in one day, untill they doe fullfill the
consequence (i.e. attain the end).
Mary said, O Aros, by God, if thy senses or understanding were not solid, you should not hear
these words from me, untill the Lord should fill my Heart with the grace of his divine Will.
Nevertheless take the Allum of Spain, the white gumm and the red gumm, which is the Kibric of
the Philosophers, and their Sol and the greater Tincture, and marry Gumm with Gumm togeather
with a true Matrimony. Mary said, make them like a running Water, and vitrify this water which has
been laboured or wrought upon for one day, out of the two Lubechs, upon the fixed body, and
liquefy them by the secret of Nature in the Vessel of Philosophy. Did you understand us?
Yes Lady.
Mary said, Keep the fume and take care that none of it fly away. And let your measure be with a
gentle fire such as is the Measure of the heat of the Sun in the Month of June or July, and stay by
your Vessel and behold it with care how it grows black, grows red, and grows white in less than
three hours of the day, and the fume will penetrate the body, and the Spirit will be bound up, and
they will be like milk, incerating, and liquefying and penetrating: and that is the secret.
Aros said I do not say that this will be allways.
Mary said unto him: Aros, and this is more wonderfull concerning this, that it was not among the
Ancients, nor did it come to him by curing, or by the Medicinall Art and that is take the white, clear
and honoured Herb growing on the Hillocks, and pound it fresh as it is in its Hour, and that is the
true Body not flying from the Fire.
And Aros said it is the Stone of Truth?
And Mary said yes. But yet men know not this regimen (rule or way of working) with the
speediness thereof.
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Aros said, and what afterwards.
Mary said, vitrify upon it Kibric or Zibeic and there are the two fumes comprehending the two
Lights, and project upon that the complement of the Tinctures of the Spirits, and the weights of
Truth, and pound it all, and put it to the Fire, and you shall see wonderfull things from them. The
whole goverment consists in the temper of the Fire, O how strange it is, how it will be moved from
one colour to another, in less than an hour of the Day, untill it arrive at the mark of redness and
whiteness, and cast away the Fire and permit it to cool, and open it and you will find the clear
pearly Body to be of the Colour of the Poppy of the Wood mixt with whiteness and that is it which
is incerating, liquefying and penetrating, and one golden piece thereof, the weight of a small
golden Coin, falleth upon a thousand thousand and two hundred thousand. That is the hidden
secret.
Then Aros fell down upon his face.
And Mary said to him, Lift up your head Aros: because I will shorten for you the thing, as that clear
body which is thrown upon the Hillocks, and is not obtained by putrefaction or motion. Take and
pound it with Gumm Elsaron, and with the two fumes because the Body comprehending or
retaining them is Gumm Elsaron and grind it all. Therefore approach because it all melts. If you
project its wife upon it, it will be as a distilling Water, and when the Aire shall strike it, it will be
congealed and be one body, and make projection of it, and you will behold Wonders: O Aros that
is the hidden secret of Scholia; and know that the said two fumes are the Root of this Art, and they
are the white Kibric and the humid calx, but the fixed Body is of the Heart of Saturn
comprehending the Tincture, and the Fields of Wisdom or of Scholia. And the Philosophers have
named it by many and all names, and received or gathered from the Hillocks it is a clear white
Body, and these are the medicine of this Art, part is procured and part is found upon the Hillocks;
and know Aros that the wise men have not called it the Fields of Wisdom, or of Scholia, unless
because Scholia will not be compleated but by it; and in the Scholia there are nothing but
wonderfull things. For there also enters into them the four Stones, and its true regimen is as I
have said. And that is first Scoyare, Ade, and Zethet; by that make your Allegory as Hermes has
done in his Books Scoyas, and the Philosophers have allways made the regimen longer, and
have resembled the work to every thing which ought not to make the work, and they make the
Magistery to be in one year, and this but onely for hiding it from the ignorant people, untill it be
confirmed in their Hearts and their senses (till they believe the Art),: because the Art will not be
compleated except only in Gold; because it is the great secret of God: and they who hear of our
secrets doe not verify them (nor believe them to be true), by reason of their ignorance. Did you
understand Aros?
Aros said yes. But tell me about that vessel, without which the Work will not be accomplisht.
Mary said that the Vessel of Hermes which the Stoicks have concealed, and it is not a
Necromanticall Vessel, but it is the Measure of your Fire.
Aros said: O Lady you have obeyed (been a scholar) in the Society of Scoyari: O Prophetess,
have you found among the Secrets of the Philosophers, which they have set down in their Books,
that any one can make the Art out of one Body?
And Mary said: Yes: which Hermes has not taught, because the Root of Scholia is a body which
cannot be made smooth or plain and incurable (unconquerable) and it is a poyson mortifying all
bodies, and it pulverises them and coagulates Mercury with its odour. And shee said, I swear to
you by the eternall God, that that poison when it is dissolved untill it is made a subtile Water, I
care not by what dissolution it is done, does coagulate Mercury into Luna with the strength of
Truth, and it falls into the Throne of Jupiter, and forms him into Luna. And the Science is in all
Bodys, but the Stoicks, by reason of the shortness of their lives, and the Length of the Work, have
concealed this; and they found out these tinging Elements, and they increased them, and all the
Philosophers teach them, except the Vessel of Hermes, because it is divine, and of the Wisdom of
the Lord hidden from Nations: and they who are ignorant of it, know not the Regimen of Truth,
because of their Ignorance of the Vessel of Hermes.
Mary briefly soundeth forth
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Strange things like Thunder round the Earth.
She with two Gumms makes the Bottome stay
What else would fly away.
Three things if you three hours attend
Are chained together in the End.
Mary the Light of dew, and Art has got
In three hours to tye the Knot.
Pluto's daughter, it is she
Who bindeth Loves confederacy
Joyned with three seeds she does aspire
To be exalted in the Fire.
[link to www.sacred-texts.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1311564

In a world where the slaughter of Libya is currently being allowed by all folks whose countries
belong to NATO and particularly THIS country of the US of A, which does the above unreadable
MESS have anything to do with life today?

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1279214
United States
08/30/2011 05:25 PM
I'm eagerly looking forward to any proof you have.
Really.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1279214

I know this isn't an easy thing to believe and am awaiting more proof myself. However there are
several Truth's of Modern Miracle in accordance with this Truth still being hidden in accordance to
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God's Will to protect the parties that are involved. The Holy Roman Father of The Roman Catholic
Church is Evil and has much Power.
Just remember Roman Catholic Priest claim to be Celebate because their Story of Jesus portrays
Him as such. Compare this to the well known fact that many of these Priests are now known to be
Pedophiles because they have followed such teachings.
Quoting: HilosPP

Ok, now you have to prove to me "that many of these Priests are now known to be Pedophiles"
Don't just pull crap outta the air.
Give me the number of priests worldwide and the percentage that "that are now known to be
Pedophiles".
Prove it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1392111
United States
08/30/2011 05:25 PM
Boy!! And these guys talk about christins being deceived!
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 05:25 PM

Interesting thread and subject!
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 05:25 PM
Aman
User ID: 1519359
United States
08/30/2011 05:26 PM
We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater
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Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

he was no student but was born the son of god.
his words were not his but those of his father who sent him to accomplish a work, he was given
commandments of what he should say and do and that did he.
he rose not through certain degrees.
he learned not anything of men but was taught of his father.
he was no student, he was as servant.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514002
United States
08/30/2011 05:27 PM
Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:27 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Yolgnu
User ID: 1504708
Canada
08/30/2011 05:28 PM

Père, pardonne-leur, car ils ne savent ce qu'ils font et disent.
Yolgnu.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:28 PM

Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514002

No just the test tube babies and book of your-anus are irrelevant, thanks for trying though, the veil
has no been lifted but once it has if you refuse to except these things you will most assuredly find
death and never know Heaven.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:29 PM
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We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP
?????? He was NOT kept for her, i fyou mean Mary M, and he did KNOW who he was. You have
far more than a few words in the gospels, as god promised new teaching at the end of the age
and it has and IS being given. jesus as returned, in 1954 in fact. Start here: [link to
tweeofmeer.webs.com]
Written by both Jesus and Judas. Judas kept a written record. One of the real gospel in fact. the 4
in the bible were written by others. Judas was the best friend of Jesus and he kept a "pad" handy'
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 05:31 PM

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:30 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
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Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP

And than being told who He was only to wander the streets homeless and hungry and shunned
once more by the very people He came to Save.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1522073
United States
08/30/2011 05:30 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think you mean Krsna and Radha, not Shiva
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073
Aman
User ID: 1519359
United States
08/30/2011 05:30 PM
Père, pardonne-leur, car ils ne savent ce qu'ils font et disent.
Yolgnu.
Quoting: Yolgnu

yolgnu...
Father, forgive them for they know not what they do and say.
Trusty Scout
User ID: 1242484
United States
08/30/2011 05:30 PM
You guys got it all wrong. The story starts thousands of years before when the Anunnaki came to
earth after it had been slammed by a huge moon sized spaceship.
The leader of the earth colony was Enki (aka Satan). His mission was to send gold back to his
home planet Nibiru.
Enki's younger brother Enlil convinced their father and king of the planet to put him in charge.
Enki acquiesced and Enlil ordered the colonists to dig into the ground to get the gold. The
colonists rebelled. Enki came up with the solution, he would genetically engineer smaller humans
to do the work and so, created semetic humans.
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Enki and his sister Ninhursag tried the forbidden, they cooked up a batch of the new humans only,
they used their DNA. This created white caucasions. Enlil was furious and decided that all of
these forbidden beings must die.
Enki protected what he could and in the end only 24 of these forbidden humans existed. One of
the Means to destroy mass numbers of the forbidden humans was to use nukular weapons on
Sodom and Gomorrah. This led to a huge radioactive cloud floating on the westerlies to the
Anunnaki colonies in Mesopotamia. The Anunnaki fled except Thoth, Marduk and Isis. Thoth was
in charge of the Egyptian colony on the west side of the radiation.
Marduk did a coup and took over the colony. Thoth fled to meso America where he genetically
engineered humans there to do his work.
The Anunnaki created beings called the Sheti to do their mundane work as administrators and
technicians and the Sheti were very advanced.
Marduk declared himself the One God. The Sheti staged a coup against Marduk and were
successful and decided to keep the "one God thing going to control the humans. Jesus was to be
the go between the Sheti and us.
Jesus found out and started a revolution against the Sanhedrin who worked for the Sheti. The
eldest son of Jesus; Barabbus was captured. Joseph of Aeramathea, Judas and Jesus cooked up
the whole easter story thing.
Joseph of Aramathea bribed the Guards to not break Jesus' legs. Doing so would kill him by
suffocation. The vinegar on the cloth held up to Jesus was a drug to knock him out.
All was going swell until some Roman soldier stabbed Jesus in the side.
When Jesus came to, he was thought to have been resurrected. Jesus died of an infected spear
wound in his side. His wife Mary Magdelein, his son Barrabus and the rest of his children were
sent to Egypt and then to the South of France by Joseph of Aramathea.
Now you know the real story. The Sheti have controlled us to this very day.
So who is better for us humans, the Anunnaki or the Sheti? Either one has their best interest in

mind and consider us bugs.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:31 PM

We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
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Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ya, I'd say Necromancer, One who can raise the Dead, would have to fall along those lines. And
His Hell was not knowing who He was and being kept from Her.
Quoting: HilosPP
?????? He was NOT kept for her, i fyou mean Mary M, and he did KNOW who he was. You have
far more than a few words in the gospels, as god promised new teaching at the end of the age
and it has and IS being given. jesus as returned, in 1954 in fact. Start here: [link to
tweeofmeer.webs.com]
Written by both Jesus and Judas. Judas kept a written record. the only real gospel in fact.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Bro take the book of your-anus and place it in your-anus you can tell your false prophets, those
you claim as Adam and Eve, the time for the truth to be revealed grows nearer with every passing
hour.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528289
Germany
08/30/2011 05:31 PM
WHAT THE FUUUUCK ARE YOU PPL TALKING ABOUT???!!!!

Face-the-facts.

The Bible WAS NEVER MEANT to be taken Literaly or Historicaly.

Jesus Christ, what is wrong with the lot of you?! cute. lolz.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:32 PM
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And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think you mean Krsna and Radha, not Shiva
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073

You might be right, Ironically the Bible is really the only Texts I have read concerning such things.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:33 PM

Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514002

No just the test tube babies and book of your-anus are irrelevant, thanks for trying though, the veil
has no been lifted but once it has if you refuse to except these things you will most assuredly find
death and never know Heaven.
Quoting: HilosPP

Test tube babies certainly are part of this thread, the OP speculated truth about Jesus and I gave
it. because OP was wrong. If the veil is lifted and you don't accept these lies you yourself posted
OP, then who will never know heaven? heaven is not even related to this stuff, at all. heaven is
completely NOT understood on this plane. I know, I happen to actually be from the Highest
Heaven, Paradise, before I came to earth 400 years ago.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 05:35 PM
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:33 PM

High priests were appointed by kings. And most high priests came from the Aaronic line from
Father to Son
I think Jesus had a lesser position of Rabbi (teacher) since he taught in the synagogue.
And Rabbis had to be married
In closer examination of the scripture, he got in trouble with the High Priests and Pharisees
because he was outspoken on what was going on at the temple. Exorborant prices on Sacrificial
animals and Prostitutes selling themselves on Temple grounds. There was hypocrisy so to speak ,
going on and corruption.
Matthew 23,:27
Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs,
which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of dead men's bones and everything
unclean.

Was he a High Priest?
We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1517703
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United States
08/30/2011 05:34 PM
Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it wouldn't feel so
damn good.
Quoting: HilosPP

I agree fully with this and that he was married to Mary Magdelene. I do not sense Jesus was
Adam... for that was just a myth or tale to be told... Adam and Eve did not really live. Metaphors.
There were many people, many civilizations living on earth before those two would have lived.
Earth was originally colonized by many entities. There were no 'two original parents' like some
books imply. Again it is a metaphor. It speaks of our purity and then a decent in to impurity.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1514002
United States
08/30/2011 05:35 PM
Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514002

No just the test tube babies and book of your-anus are irrelevant, thanks for trying though, the veil
has no been lifted but once it has if you refuse to except these things you will most assuredly find
death and never know Heaven.
Quoting: HilosPP

Sorry to burst your bubble but the veil will not open until you open it yourself, it takes years of
disciplined awareness expanding work to break through the veil and lift away your blindness and
gain higher understanding of the reality of the matter.
If you think its going to come by some magic event outside of yourself, be prepared to wait to the
grave with no luck.
Frater
User ID: 1193197
United States
08/30/2011 05:35 PM
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Père, pardonne-leur, car ils ne savent ce qu'ils font et disent.
Yolgnu.
Quoting: Yolgnu

Translation:
Father, forgive them, for they know not what they are doing and saying.
Yolgnu
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:35 PM

High priests were appointed by kings. And most high priests came from the Aaronic line from
Father to Son
I think Jesus had a lesser position of Rabbi (teacher) since he taught in the synagogue.
And Rabbis had to be married
In closer examination of the scripture, he got in trouble with the High Priests and Pharisees
because he was outspoken on what was going on at the temple. Exorborant prices on Sacrificial
animals and Prostitutes selling themselves on Temple grounds. There was hypocrisy so to speak ,
going on and corruption.
Matthew 23,:27
Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like whitewashed tombs,
which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of dead men's bones and everything
unclean.

Was he a High Priest?
We really know so little about Him and his life. A few sentences (like 100) from the Gospels (I like
Thomas and Q) is all we have and from my viewpoint their very good. I suspect most everything
else has a high potential for embellishment or even fabrication.
Stick with Gospels and you will hear His words. He was a student of the myteries IMO.
Best Wishes
Quoting: Frater

Yes, he was a student of the Mysteries, Jesus became a Magus.
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Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Sounds a lot like the way things are today, especially with the Pope allowing child molestation in
The Roman Catholic Church.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 05:35 PM

Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1522073
United States
08/30/2011 05:36 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think you mean Krsna and Radha, not Shiva
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073

You might be right, Ironically the Bible is really the only Texts I have read concerning such things.
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Quoting: HilosPP

Wooooooow you have a lot of reading to do friend
You should start with the Vedas, you should especially consider the Bhagavad Gita
You could read Gnostic texts every day for the rest of your life, or you could skip all that and get to
the point, which is Perfect Union with Godhead, Govinda, Krsna
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:36 PM

Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

What of the story of the Transfiguration?
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:37 PM
Exactly what I was thinking a few moments ago. The French means nothing to me though.
Père, pardonne-leur, car ils ne savent ce qu'ils font et disent.
Yolgnu.
Quoting: Yolgnu

Translation:
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Father, forgive them, for they know not what they are doing and saying.
Yolgnu
Quoting: Frater

Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 05:38 PM
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:37 PM

I think you mean Krsna and Radha, not Shiva
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073

You might be right, Ironically the Bible is really the only Texts I have read concerning such things.
Quoting: HilosPP

Wooooooow you have a lot of reading to do friend
You should start with the Vedas, you should especially consider the Bhagavad Gita
You could read Gnostic texts every day for the rest of your life, or you could skip all that and get to
the point, which is Perfect Union with Godhead, Govinda, Krsna
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1522073

Thank you, I am currently struggling with day to day living, such as food and shelter but I am
hoping to undergo some training very soon and I will learn more.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528299
United States
08/30/2011 05:39 PM
Human's don't have a CLUE?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528227
Indonesia
08/30/2011 05:39 PM
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Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it wouldn't feel so
damn good.
Quoting: HilosPP

I agree fully with this and that he was married to Mary Magdelene. I do not sense Jesus was
Adam... for that was just a myth or tale to be told... Adam and Eve did not really live. Metaphors.
There were many people, many civilizations living on earth before those two would have lived.
Earth was originally colonized by many entities. There were no 'two original parents' like some
books imply. Again it is a metaphor. It speaks of our purity and then a decent in to impurity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1517703

I disagree...
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:39 PM

It's sad man has become so technologically advanced and still is fooled by Religious Leaders just
like they were in the time of Moses. What God do to prove Himself back than? I believe the first
born children of Egypt were all found dead in one morning.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 417970
United States
08/30/2011 05:40 PM
"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 05:42 PM
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Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

What of the story of the Transfiguration?
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, he can do that to! What about it?
He can do anything he want and yet at the same time so humble not many teachers are like him..
Matthew 17
20 And Jesus said unto them, Because of your unbelief: for verily I say unto you, If ye have faith
as a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Remove hence to yonder place; and
it shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible unto you.

Marcus 6
48 And he saw them toiling in rowing; for the wind was contrary unto them: and about the fourth
watch of the night he cometh unto them, walking upon the sea, and would have passed by them.
49 But when they saw him walking upon the sea, they supposed it had been a spirit, and cried
out: 50 For they all saw him, and were troubled. And immediately he talked with them, and saith
unto them, Be of good cheer: it is I; be not afraid. 51 And he went up unto them into the ship; and
the wind ceased: and they were sore amazed in themselves beyond measure, and wondered.
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 05:43 PM
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
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United Kingdom
08/30/2011 05:43 PM
Matthew 4
Jesus Is Tested in the Wilderness
1 Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted[a] by the devil. 2 After fasting
forty days and forty nights, he was hungry. 3 The tempter came to him and said, “If you are the
Son of God, tell these stones to become bread.”
4 Jesus answered, “It is written: „Man shall not live on bread alone, but on every word that comes
from the mouth of God.‟”
5 Then the devil took him to the holy city and had him stand on the highest point of the temple. 6
“If you are the Son of God,” he said, “throw yourself down. For it is written:
“„He will command his angels concerning you,
and they will lift you up in their hands,
so that you will not strike your foot against a stone.‟”
7 Jesus answered him, “It is also written: „Do not put the Lord your God to the test.‟”
8 Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world
and their splendor. 9 “All this I will give you,” he said, “if you will bow down and worship me.”
10 Jesus said to him, “Away from me, Satan! For it is written: „Worship the Lord your God, and
serve him only.‟”
11 Then the devil left him, and angels came and attended him.
[link to www.biblegateway.com]
Last Edited by Taomato on 08/30/2011 05:44 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1412620
United States
08/30/2011 05:43 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

We'll see who's shittin who, when the boots start knockin and the ground starts rockin, won't we?
Quoting: HilosPP

Damn Right.... this OP is a toast ho'.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:43 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

Mary, Jesus, mary M and others were from the highest realms of heaven and free of sin. There is
no original sin.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 05:44 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
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Swinburnian
User ID: 1279884
Canada
08/30/2011 05:44 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

already pointed this out to op, who doesn't care about such things.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:45 PM

It's sad man has become so technologically advanced and still is fooled by Religious Leaders just
like they were in the time of Moses. What God do to prove Himself back than? I believe the first
born children of Egypt were all found dead in one morning.
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, it is the role of the younger to expose the corruption and its the mythology behind every hero.
It is this same story that is replayed in so many generations. It is what redeems ones karmic soul
and advances one up in the rewards of ascension.

MojaveMax
User ID: 1520367
United States
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08/30/2011 05:45 PM
Thanks for the "truth" OP.
lololololololololololololololol
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528308
United States
08/30/2011 05:46 PM
Total bullshit. This is like saying all of the greek and egyptian gods walked the earth in the way
Homer wrote.
In reality, the character of Jesus probably was a real guy at some point in time in history, probably
did help some people out, and might have even been killed for his views on this world. What he
wasn't was a supernatural being, his father was not "God," and he lived at least 1000 years before
the events of the bible are said to have happened. This is fact, verifiable, and provable based on
historical evidence.
In other words, your post is bullshit.
daughter in NYC
User ID: 1521674
United States
08/30/2011 05:46 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

You are deceived by your father...the father of lies...Satan
We are told in the last days that men will not tolerate SOUND doctrine....they will only listen to
titallating myths.
You are proof of that, sadly.
Truth will be revealed to those who humbly and earnestly seek it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 989130
Germany
08/30/2011 05:47 PM
The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
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There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP
What a bunch of bullshit fantasy you have. Dream on in portraying Jesus as weak as you probably
are.
Perf
User ID: 1379840
United States
08/30/2011 05:50 PM
Compare this to the well known fact that many of these Priests are now known to be Pedophiles
because they have followed such teachings.
Quoting: HilosPP

Abstinence makes the church grow fondlers.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1235514
United States
08/30/2011 05:50 PM
Just ask yourself why the disciples called her Lord in some of the books the Church did so well of
hiding. Ask yourself why she was a witness to his crucifixion The truth is he had a relationship with
her. Maybe even kids but definitely a relationship more than disciple/friend..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1321901
United States
08/30/2011 05:50 PM
Hey OP
Your Crime: Blasphemy
The Penalty: Death of the Soul
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Enjoy your visit, cause the future looks bleak...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1235514
United States
08/30/2011 05:50 PM
And both of them, Adam and Eve, Krishna and Shiva, Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth,
are living once more and walk this Earth. They are soon to be re-united. Jesus has served His 30
years in Hell and is eagerly awaiting to be released upon this Earth once more.
Quoting: HilosPP

You are deceived by your father...the father of lies...Satan
We are told in the last days that men will not tolerate SOUND doctrine....they will only listen to
titallating myths.
You are proof of that, sadly.
Truth will be revealed to those who humbly and earnestly seek it.
Quoting: daughter in NYC

Actually the christian religion is truth of that
supermarket
User ID: 801546
United States
08/30/2011 05:51 PM
It's sad man has become so technologically advanced and still is fooled by Religious Leaders just
like they were in the time of Moses. What God do to prove Himself back than? I believe the first
born children of Egypt were all found dead in one morning.
Quoting: HilosPP

HilosPP, you are one of the few people I watched come into my thread time and time again, and
act without merit, asking random but useless questions, and trying to be funny.
Now others come into your thread and do the same, and you 'warn' them, for posting contradictory
views to yours.

Let me say this - Why is it you have so far failed to provide ANY source of these claims you make
in your original post?
Very few intelligent people would be fooled by this thread. I'm NOT saying what you are claiming
is incorrect - I'm saying that only a fool makes such contradictory statements to what is known or
believed by most, WITHOUT providing some sort of reference.
If they came from your BRAIN - That's FINE - Just say that. If they came from a documentary, or a
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text, that's FINE - Just say that.
Don't be embarrassed where you get your information from - and never be quick to believe
something without the willingness to keep an open-mind, and alter your beliefs as you learn and
grow more.

To make such an extreme claim about the life of Jesus, you should at least be willing to say where
you got this information from.

Apollo saying it comes from Royal Bloodlines.......doesn't do much. Anyone could make that claim.
Let THEM come on here and make such claims them. Not "I heard from my brother's exgirlfriend's father, who knows a special man from the Templar Knights, that Jesus and Mary had
kids!"
Come on, just don't assume so little about the people that read these boards, that's all I'm saying.
No one here for the most part is calling you a liar or anything, people just need a source when
such a contradictory claim is made. Otherwise, these statements hold no merit.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 989130
Germany
08/30/2011 05:51 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Divine spirits aren't weak as you are, having lust for flesh. You may need sex because of your
level in existence, but divine spirits are stronger and don't need this thing because they already
overcome the world.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:51 PM
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Just ask yourself why the disciples called her Lord in some of the books the Church did so well of
hiding. Ask yourself why she was a witness to his crucifixion The truth is he had a relationship with
her. Maybe even kids but definitely a relationship more than disciple/friend..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1235514

Yes..This is true, And they did have kids, They sailed to France for sanctuary and protection.
simultaneous_final
User ID: 1511504
United States
08/30/2011 05:51 PM
SNIP...
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think I see a script here! Picture it--young Jesus, all sweaty, training with the Kung Fu masters in
Tibet---and then he stops in his track, looks to the sky: "Mary Mageline--I WILL find you...I'LL
FIND YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUUUU!"
Now cut to the scene where Jesus is flipping around Herod's minions like they're taffy--OH MAN!
It'll make us a fortune!
People will love this! You'll be a big star, kid!
Last Edited by simultaneous_final on 08/30/2011 05:52 PM
wildhoney
User ID: 1528317
Spain
08/30/2011 05:53 PM

The greatest lie perpetuated by the ficticious phallus of the Roman Catholic Empire is that Jesus
was conceived immaculately and that Mary Magdalene was a whore. An Immaculate Conception
is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse. Mary conceived Jesus when she
was only 15 years old with His father, Joseph. Such a marriage was common place for Hebrews
of the time, and this age gap was the source of Mary‟s Virtue being slandered by the masses,
along with the jealousy that was provoked because the Heaven‟s proclaimed His birth.
There was a Star shining in the sky when He was born, a star which led The Three Magi to His
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manger. Mary Magdalene was much like Jesus in this respect, as she too was born under a very
special astrological alignment which announced her arrival and set her apart from the other
female babies birthed at this time. Upon the two being born and rumors of a King being born
spread, King Herod grew weary from fear of losing his throne, Israel‟s Throne, and Herod issued
an order to find them. Jesus was able to escape persecution by relocating to Egypt; however Mary
Magdalene was less fortunate and captured by their enemies.
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

what a spin..Christ was The Messiah..not a character out of a Barbara Cartland Novel
Last Edited by wildhoney on 08/30/2011 06:12 PM
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 05:53 PM

What about Simon Magus descendants? And the coming The Prime Magican.
Last Edited by Haile Menelik on 08/30/2011 05:54 PM

Haha, so sad people would rather believe Jesus was gay than accepting the fact He rocked
Mary's world on a daily basis.
Quoting: HilosPP

You are quite naive and unaware of the real truth the vatican is hiding.
supermarket
User ID: 801546
United States
08/30/2011 05:54 PM
SNIP...
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
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Quoting: HilosPP

I think I see a script here! Picture it--young Jesus, all sweaty, training with the Kung Fu masters in
Tibet---and then he stops in his track, looks to the sky: "Mary Mageline--I WILL find you...I'LL
FIND YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUUUU!"
Now cut to the scene where Jesus is flipping around Herod's minions like they're taffy--OH MAN!
It'll make us a fortune!
People will love this! You'll be a big star, kid!
Quoting: simultaneous_final

Yea, except Kung Fu has nothing to do with Tibet.....
The most prominent Kung Fu schools are in China, specifically the Shaolin Temple. Thats where
the real stuff comes from ;)
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 05:55 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
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world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Starknight
Offer Upgrade
User ID: 1455916
Venezuela
08/30/2011 05:56 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Yeah right, Dan Bown.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1397385
Canada
08/30/2011 05:56 PM
wow ppl still believe mother gooseries like the stories of god and jesus...how far have humans
been set back by religion?
all the wars and time spent spreading the words of various religious books, think of how
productive mankind could have been with all that time.

APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 05:58 PM

SNIP...
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Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think I see a script here! Picture it--young Jesus, all sweaty, training with the Kung Fu masters in
Tibet---and then he stops in his track, looks to the sky: "Mary Mageline--I WILL find you...I'LL
FIND YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUUUU!"
Now cut to the scene where Jesus is flipping around Herod's minions like they're taffy--OH MAN!
It'll make us a fortune!
People will love this! You'll be a big star, kid!
Quoting: simultaneous_final

LOL ! Rock on ! I wanna see that movie ! Sincerely. That would be awesome, Jesus is like a Neo
from the Matrix. (that fight scene)
Ive scene a lot of Kung Fu movies too, its title names not coming to me at the moment..
Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 05:59 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528245
United States
08/30/2011 06:00 PM
Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514002

What utter crap you spew. Jesus taught the Pharisees at an early age from the old Testament the
same scriptures they studied for years and never understood he spelled it out for them. Jesus had
no need to travel anywhere in Tibet or India to learn from man. The Pharisees wanted a Messiah
that was of signifigance that would destroy the Roman oppressors and when they saw Him He
didn't fit their criteria.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:00 PM
Iron Monkey?
SNIP...
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Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think I see a script here! Picture it--young Jesus, all sweaty, training with the Kung Fu masters in
Tibet---and then he stops in his track, looks to the sky: "Mary Mageline--I WILL find you...I'LL
FIND YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUUUU!"
Now cut to the scene where Jesus is flipping around Herod's minions like they're taffy--OH MAN!
It'll make us a fortune!
People will love this! You'll be a big star, kid!
Quoting: simultaneous_final

LOL ! Rock on ! I wanna see that movie ! Sincerely. That would be awesome, Jesus is like a Neo
from the Matrix. (that fight scene)
Ive scene a lot of Kung Fu movies too, its title names not coming to me at the moment..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:00 PM

The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Divine spirits aren't weak as you are, having lust for flesh. You may need sex because of your
level in existence, but divine spirits are stronger and don't need this thing because they already
overcome the world.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 989130

To preach abstaining from sex is to preach the end of man kind. Or did you parents not have sex
that produced your life? That's a claim very few can rightfully make.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527675
Egypt
08/30/2011 06:01 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ok, I agree with the part that catholic church distorted the picture of Mary Magdalene, she was not
a whore, she was actually born of a good house and her and Jesus were together/married and
she was said to have born a daughter in southern France. She fled to France and it's said the
family name of St. Croix are the bloodline of Mary Magdalene and Jesus. They were persecuted
because their unity was powerful and they had many follower.
Yes there are scriptures that are not included in the bible written by Mary Magdalene and other of
the disciples who have mentioned the relationship of the two, as in some of them being jealous
when Jesus used to kiss Mary Magdalene on the mouth. Many things were hidden and still are.
That's why I take everything with a grain of salt, everything was modified at some point in time for
political agendas and to control people. Why else does the Vatican keep the archive closed and
secret?
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:01 PM

Yes, and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon was good too..
Iron Monkey?
SNIP...
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him. The first thing He did was recapture His Spotless
Bride from the Pharisees and in doing this His fame grew throughout the land and Jesus declared
war upon the Sanhedrin at pain of death unless repentance from their sinful ways were declared
and instituted.
Quoting: HilosPP

I think I see a script here! Picture it--young Jesus, all sweaty, training with the Kung Fu masters in
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Tibet---and then he stops in his track, looks to the sky: "Mary Mageline--I WILL find you...I'LL
FIND YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUUUU!"
Now cut to the scene where Jesus is flipping around Herod's minions like they're taffy--OH MAN!
It'll make us a fortune!
People will love this! You'll be a big star, kid!
Quoting: simultaneous_final

LOL ! Rock on ! I wanna see that movie ! Sincerely. That would be awesome, Jesus is like a Neo
from the Matrix. (that fight scene)
Ive scene a lot of Kung Fu movies too, its title names not coming to me at the moment..
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 06:02 PM
*Lo & Li*
User ID: 1526483
Mexico
08/30/2011 06:02 PM
"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5
with a local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Can you please explain what difference makes to know Jesus had 6 kids? Is there a pure DNA
still around in the planet? and the vast majority of the non-pure DNA carriers are what? sinners?
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cursed? send them to eternal punish?...thanks

Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:02 PM
The only existent Bible in its original state was compiled by Celtic Druids.
The Vatican have it -_-

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ok, I agree with the part that catholic church distorted the picture of Mary Magdalene, she was not
a whore, she was actually born of a good house and her and Jesus were together/married and
she was said to have born a daughter in southern France. She fled to France and it's said the
family name of St. Croix are the bloodline of Mary Magdalene and Jesus. They were persecuted
because their unity was powerful and they had many follower.
Yes there are scriptures that are not included in the bible written by Mary Magdalene and other of
the disciples who have mentioned the relationship of the two, as in some of them being jealous
when Jesus used to kiss Mary Magdalene on the mouth. Many things were hidden and still are.
That's why I take everything with a grain of salt, everything was modified at some point in time for
political agendas and to control people. Why else does the Vatican keep the archive closed and
secret?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:03 PM

Jesus was born a man, spent many years in india, tibet and other locations studying under various
spiritual masters and returned to teach about the way to God, becoming Christ. Pharisees didn't
like that therefore he became thorn and you know the rest. How hard is that to understand?
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Adam & Eve reincarnation & test tube baby as mentioned in this thread is irrelevant & nonsense.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514002

What utter crap you spew. Jesus taught the Pharisees at an early age from the old Testament the
same scriptures they studied for years and never understood he spelled it out for them. Jesus had
no need to travel anywhere in Tibet or India to learn from man. The Pharisees wanted a Messiah
that was of signifigance that would destroy the Roman oppressors and when they saw Him He
didn't fit their criteria.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528245

Soon, soon.....

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:03 PM
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"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:04 PM

This video is awesome btw. I encourage all to watch..its about the bloodlne

The only existent Bible in its original state was compiled by Celtic Druids.
The Vatican have it -_Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
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My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ok, I agree with the part that catholic church distorted the picture of Mary Magdalene, she was not
a whore, she was actually born of a good house and her and Jesus were together/married and
she was said to have born a daughter in southern France. She fled to France and it's said the
family name of St. Croix are the bloodline of Mary Magdalene and Jesus. They were persecuted
because their unity was powerful and they had many follower.
Yes there are scriptures that are not included in the bible written by Mary Magdalene and other of
the disciples who have mentioned the relationship of the two, as in some of them being jealous
when Jesus used to kiss Mary Magdalene on the mouth. Many things were hidden and still are.
That's why I take everything with a grain of salt, everything was modified at some point in time for
political agendas and to control people. Why else does the Vatican keep the archive closed and
secret?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675
Quoting: Taomato
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:05 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
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truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Last Edited by APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY on 08/30/2011 06:06 PM
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:06 PM
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
'In evil times men will seek for a sign, but they will not find it.'
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:06 PM

For whom???
None of the sort was involved with Yeshua
Gr4inZ4nd
User ID: 1528333
Slovakia
08/30/2011 06:07 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP
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Another deluded wakko ! So was Jesus Adam reincarnated or was he God, pick one you crazy
shill.
The animals having sex too, did GOD make sex for humans or for animals ?
Demented Apes mixed with alien DNA, and this is the outcome !
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527675
Egypt
08/30/2011 06:08 PM
The only existent Bible in its original state was compiled by Celtic Druids.
The Vatican have it -_Quoting: Anonymous Coward 805963

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ok, I agree with the part that catholic church distorted the picture of Mary Magdalene, she was not
a whore, she was actually born of a good house and her and Jesus were together/married and
she was said to have born a daughter in southern France. She fled to France and it's said the
family name of St. Croix are the bloodline of Mary Magdalene and Jesus. They were persecuted
because their unity was powerful and they had many follower.
Yes there are scriptures that are not included in the bible written by Mary Magdalene and other of
the disciples who have mentioned the relationship of the two, as in some of them being jealous
when Jesus used to kiss Mary Magdalene on the mouth. Many things were hidden and still are.
That's why I take everything with a grain of salt, everything was modified at some point in time for
political agendas and to control people. Why else does the Vatican keep the archive closed and
secret?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675
Quoting: Taomato

Really? They have the only complete Bible from Celtic Druids? How do you know? Serious
question not sarcast I'm interested to know.
I read many books about this and some scholars who had access to some of the secret scrolls
and chapters that were left out from the Bible. I always ask why nobody makes a new and
complete Bible the way it was written or meant to me. But there are SO many secrets and it
makes me angry and frustrated knowing the Vatican is hiding stuff. What right do they have to
hide our history? It's not only about religion..
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Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:08 PM
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Evan03
User ID: 1376616
United States
08/30/2011 06:09 PM

"An Immaculate Conception is the act of a child being conceived without sexual intercourse."
You are incorrect in your definition of "Immaculate Conception". Because Mary was deemed by
the Catholic Church to be free of original sin, it was necessary to decree that Mary herself was
concieved immaculately. Hence, the feast of the "Immaculate Conception" is a memorial of Mary's
conception in her mother's womb, not Jesus's conception. When you get such a basic point
wrong, it takes away all credibility of your remaining argument. You may want to do a little more
research into your basic terms first next time. and why would this be pinned anyway? Its hardly
anything new or earth shattering?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 417970
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The Catholic church also teach Jesus never got married, did you take the time to read the thread
title?
Quoting: HilosPP

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You are always speaking so "matter of factly" yet every time I ask for just a shred of evidence or
proof you never produce it, I know my attempt here to see a piece of evidence from you will be
futile......but I need proof before I can believe any of your arrogant claims.....

P.S Just telling me you know Jesus because he is an E.T and thats how you know this stuff
doesn't count. If you know himaskhim for some proof because people are starting to think you are
crazy...
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:10 PM

Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik
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The spirit like the dove was his MONAD. I also Have MY MONAD. the Monad is the part of ones
soul that stores the knowledge one has learned
The voice saying thou art my beloved son was Gabriel of Nebadon from a Craft. Jesus then

ascended into the CRAFT
upcoming ministry.

and left for 40 days of study in preparation for the

Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 08/30/2011 06:12 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1527675
Egypt
08/30/2011 06:10 PM
The only existent Bible in its original state was compiled by Celtic Druids.
The Vatican have it -_...

Mary Magdalene and Jesus were indeed married and had children
My Friends worked for James Cameron who made the Lost Tomb of Jesus documentary and I
knew those in the Government Antiquities.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

Ok, I agree with the part that catholic church distorted the picture of Mary Magdalene, she was not
a whore, she was actually born of a good house and her and Jesus were together/married and
she was said to have born a daughter in southern France. She fled to France and it's said the
family name of St. Croix are the bloodline of Mary Magdalene and Jesus. They were persecuted
because their unity was powerful and they had many follower.
Yes there are scriptures that are not included in the bible written by Mary Magdalene and other of
the disciples who have mentioned the relationship of the two, as in some of them being jealous
when Jesus used to kiss Mary Magdalene on the mouth. Many things were hidden and still are.
That's why I take everything with a grain of salt, everything was modified at some point in time for
political agendas and to control people. Why else does the Vatican keep the archive closed and
secret?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675
Quoting: Taomato

Really? They have the only complete Bible from Celtic Druids? How do you know? Serious
question not sarcast I'm interested to know.
I read many books about this and some scholars who had access to some of the secret scrolls
and chapters that were left out from the Bible. I always ask why nobody makes a new and
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complete Bible the way it was written or meant to me. But there are SO many secrets and it
makes me angry and frustrated knowing the Vatican is hiding stuff. What right do they have to
hide our history? It's not only about religion..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1527675

*meant to BE, not meant to me. Typing fast and not wearing my glasses..sorry
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:10 PM

The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Another deluded wakko ! So was Jesus Adam reincarnated or was he God, pick one you crazy
shill.
The animals having sex too, did GOD make sex for humans or for animals ?
Demented Apes mixed with alien DNA, and this is the outcome !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

So what's God got to do next shoot another Porno? Or have you ever taken the time to see
Krishna already posed for several scenes?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1171725
United States
08/30/2011 06:11 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Another deluded wakko ! So was Jesus Adam reincarnated or was he God, pick one you crazy
shill.
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The animals having sex too, did GOD make sex for humans or for animals ?
Demented Apes mixed with alien DNA, and this is the outcome !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

So what's God got to do next shoot another Porno? Or have you ever taken the time to see
Krishna already posed for several scenes?
Quoting: HilosPP

Blasphemy .
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:12 PM

Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
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Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
08/30/2011 06:13 PM

Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

The spirit like the dove was his MONAD. I also Have MY MONAD. the Monad is the part of ones
soul that stores the knowledge one has learned
The voice saying thou art my beloved son was Gabriel of Nebadon from a Craft. Jesus then

ascended into the CRAFT
upcoming ministry.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

and left for 40 days of study in preparation for the

Interesting your view.
Nobody in Particular http://www.AbundantHope.net
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:13 PM
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The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Another deluded wakko ! So was Jesus Adam reincarnated or was he God, pick one you crazy
shill.
The animals having sex too, did GOD make sex for humans or for animals ?
Demented Apes mixed with alien DNA, and this is the outcome !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd

So what's God got to do next shoot another Porno? Or have you ever taken the time to see
Krishna already posed for several scenes?
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus and Mary were NOT Adam and Eve reincarnated at all. Not even close.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:13 PM
The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

Another deluded wakko ! So was Jesus Adam reincarnated or was he God, pick one you crazy
shill.
The animals having sex too, did GOD make sex for humans or for animals ?
Demented Apes mixed with alien DNA, and this is the outcome !
Quoting: Gr4inZ4nd
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So what's God got to do next shoot another Porno? Or have you ever taken the time to see
Krishna already posed for several scenes?
Quoting: HilosPP

Blasphemy .
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1171725

simultaneous_final
User ID: 1511504
United States
08/30/2011 06:14 PM
Want to know something? I don't think that Jesus (as such) existed. Methinks he is a combination
of two humans and many different deities of the past.
However, there is definitely a "Jesus Spirit" or somesuch thing out there--many of them. They are
created by humans. You may have created one. Some are group creations and some are
individual creations. All are very real and can be experienced. Most exhibit a "Christ
Consciousness" type awareness where all that exists of the awareness are the "positive-style"
traits which were projected by the creator(s). Of course, I'm also saying that Santa Claus and Big
Bird as well as Roscoe P. Coltrane and Annoying Orange are all very real too.
Then, there's "Christ Consciousness" which is a state of consciousness during which the sensory
data applied to the subject is deprived of all strong "negative-style" emotions like jealousy, anger,
stinginess, resentment, etc. This state is remarkable because since the application of these strong
"negative-style" feelings is ceased, the "positive-style" feelings can be more easily felt. Feelings
like compassion, unconditional love, charity and forgiveness all come naturally but they are more
subtle and can be easily bullied into submission by the "negative-style" feelings.
The Archetypal Jesus of the Catholics illustrates "Christ Consciousness" very well because he
was surrounded by negativity and even knew his painful fate but through duty and a strange
sense of compassion, he put aside his fears and disgust. Many stories of "martyrs" exemplify
"Christ Consciousness".
Last Edited by simultaneous_final on 08/30/2011 06:19 PM
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
08/30/2011 06:14 PM
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Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

The spirit like the dove was his MONAD. I also Have MY MONAD. the Monad is the part of ones
soul that stores the knowledge one has learned.
The voice saying thou art my beloved son was Gabriel of Nebadon from a Craft. Jesus then

ascended into the CRAFT
upcoming ministry.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

and left for 40 days of study in preparation for the

Interesting your view.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Not my view, my knowing.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:14 PM
What!
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Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:15 PM

Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP
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He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1107368
United States
08/30/2011 06:15 PM
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:16 PM

For whom???
None of the sort was involved with Yeshua
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Because Jesus likes Pussy, and there is only One for Him.
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
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United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:16 PM
And where does he live now?
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:17 PM

And where does he live now?
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP
Quoting: Taomato
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In America.
simultaneous_final
User ID: 1511504
United States
08/30/2011 06:17 PM
Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40 nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

Well, NIP, what you've typed here is a lot more plausible than the Catholic version.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:18 PM

I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

In fact he married TWICE, he and Mary M were separate and she carried the Holy DNA to France
because of that separate, and he carried it to INDIA and married again there. so be it, that is the
truth. It was the HOLY DNA a bunch of them carried folks, by method of test tube baby into this
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world, and then by method of sex making kids. Jesus had 6 children, 1 with Mary M and 5 with a
local woman he married in Kashmir.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
08/30/2011 06:18 PM

Jesus spent all of His life, until the age of 30, in spiritual and physical training so that He could
complete the task which was laid before Him....
Quoting: HilosPP

Jesus ascended to his ultimate form after he was baptized and fasted 40 days and 40
nights..
Marcus 1
9 And it came to pass in those days, that Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized
of John in Jordan.
10 And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and the Spirit like a
dove descending upon him: 11 And there came a voice from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved
Son, in whom I am well pleased.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

-40 degrees Celsius = -40 degrees Fahrenheit exactly....
Jesus was presented at the Temple in Jerusalem when he was 40 days old as well.... Luke 2:2240
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528185
United States
08/30/2011 06:19 PM
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Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His
nose was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

What are you angry at God about?

Why do you mock Him?

Jesus Christ is God, Second Person of the most holy Trinity.
The "marital act" is His idea, He has no need of it. This
is the stupidest thread. Beyond stupid.
Tell everyone their soul is not immortal. Must be your belief since you could care less where you
are headed.
Repent now, God respects your free will, your choice to blaspheme Him.
God loves you, He is your creator OP,
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1528347
United States
08/30/2011 06:19 PM
what a crock of shit...and this gets pinned?
Taomato
User ID: 1528279
United Kingdom
08/30/2011 06:19 PM
Weight off my shoulders then. Praise the Lord and pass the guinness.
And where does he live now?
...
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He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His nose
was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

He's a Dutch Peloponnesian too, Jesus was Jewish.
Quoting: HilosPP
Quoting: Taomato

In America.
Quoting: HilosPP
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:19 PM

I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Jesus would define the phrase "Until death do us part." And in His Resurrection took it a step
farther.
Quoting: HilosPP

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

That I did not know, but I always found it hard to believe he was a Blonde Haired - Blue Eyed
Hippy like most of the portraits of Him display Him to be.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:20 PM
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what a crock of shit...and this gets pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528347

Again, example of nasty, vulgar talk from those who are blind.
APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Synchropsyopmagick : "Imitatio Dei"
User ID: 1477938
United States
08/30/2011 06:20 PM

I'll share you a secret. Most of the Paintings of Jesus passed down to us today is of the Baptist,
not Jesus.
Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY

That I did not know, but I always found it hard to believe he was a Blonde Haired - Blue Eyed
Hippy like most of the portraits of Him display Him to be.
Quoting: HilosPP

Yes, it was John the Baptist that had the blonde hair and lighter eyes.
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1514403
United States
08/30/2011 06:21 PM

Bit of a goose, eh.
Is there a physical resemblance between Jesus and his reincarnation?
...

Spot on ! I believe he was monogamous and Mary Magdalene was his one and only.
Quoting: APOLLO ILLUMINAUGHTY
Quoting: Taomato

He does have a funny looking nose, some who have seen Him crucified in Vision say His
nose was hanging off His face by the end of it.
Quoting: HilosPP

What are you angry at God about?

Why do you mock Him?

Jesus Christ is God, Second Person of the most holy Trinity.
The "marital act" is His idea, He has no need of it. This
is the stupidest thread. Beyond stupid.
Tell everyone their soul is not immortal. Must be your belief since you could care less where you
are headed.
Repent now, God respects your free will, your choice to blaspheme Him.
God loves you, He is your creator OP,
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1528185

God did not Create me, and when you stand before God and are judged be sure to tell Him I said
so.
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